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Quantum coherent dissipation: A glimpse of the “cat”
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Quantum coherent vibrational relaxation of an impurity strongly coupled to its solid host is
demonstrated through four-wave mixing measurements to infer sustained coherence in the bath,
which is recognized as a superposition of macroscopically distinct states. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1883634g
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Decoherence, to which is ascribed the transition from
quantum dynamics that governs microscopic states to
classicality of the macroscopic world, is a subject of cont
porary interest.1 Its inevitability is manifest in the absence
quantum interference between macroscopically distinct s
sQIMDSd,2 more affectionately noted by the absence
Schrödinger’s cats in common experience. Yet, “cat”-
states can be expected to prevail at least transiently i
limit of strong coupling, when the communication betwee
system and its environment is faster than the characte
periods of motion of the immediate bath, and therefore fa
than the pure dephasing or decoherence time. A unique
nature for such a realization is the observation ofsustained
system coherence despite extensive dissipation, as we illus-
trate experimentally for the mechanical process of vi
tional relaxation in the solid state. To be clear, prior to
senting the experiments, we give an operational definitio
“cat”-states, closely following an exposition due to Legge2

Schrödinger’s measurement paradox rests on
principles;3 the superposition principle and the linearity
the quantum propagator. The first allows for the prepara
of a microsystem in linear combination:

usl = us1l + us2l s1d

which is verifiable through measurement, such as in the
slit experiment where the screen acts as the position pr

tor P̂= uxlkxu to measure intensity at a given point:

TrfP̂rg = s1
2sxd + s2

2sxd + 2 Refs1
*sxds2sxdg. s2d

The observation of the interference term ins2d leads to the
inference of coherence,r12sxd:

r12sxd = kxus1lks2uxl. s3d

Although measurements are carried out over ensemble
discrete counting measurements, ensuring that the mem
of the ensemble are well separated in time assures that
tum coherence of the constituent members is measured

The linearity of the quantum propagator would sug
that if a microsystem were prepared in superposition in
presence of a bath:
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xst0d = usluBl = sus1l + us2lduBl s4d

upon interaction, a superposition of the super-system a

xstd = x1std + x2std = Ust,t0dxst0d = us1,B;tl + us2,B;tl.

s5d

Since by definition measurements are local to system
dinates, it is useful to separate out the system coord
after the interaction, to note that at the time of measurem
tm, the system and bath are entangled:

x1stmd + x2stmd = us18luB1l + us28luB2l. s6d

The primes identify post-interaction states of the syste
t= tm, and recognize that the interaction leads to chang
state in the microsystemstransfer of energy, phase, or ro
tion of coordinatesd. The interaction also ensures that
distinct us1l and us2l states will launch their associated ba
into distinct histories of evolution:uB1l anduB2l. By virtue of
the entanglements6d, measurements on the system allow
ferences about the bath.4 In particular, the observation
interference in a two-slit measurement now implies co
ence in the bath:

r12sxd = kxus18lks28uxlkB1uB2l. s7d

The visibility of ssystemd fringes will decay as the bath–ba
correlation decays, a process more commonly identifie
pure dephasing. Also, there can be no measurable int
ence if uB1l and uB2l are orthogonal, i.e., if the path taken
the system can be identified with certainty—a result fa
iarized by Feynman’s atomic microscope whereuB1l anduB2l
are states of the “which path?” detector.5 However, since th
two baths have a common origin,uB; t0l, the decay in th
bath–bath correlation, or orthogonality, develops con
ously in time, on a timescale characteristic of the dyna
of the driven bath. It is during this period that post diss
tion coherence may be detected through measuremen
the system, with the complementary inference of coher
in the bath.

The superpositions6d is “cat”-like, if uB1l and uB2l can

be identified as macroscopically distinct states. To qualify as
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distinct, it is sufficient that they differ by some extens
quantity, such assbut not limited tod energy:

kE1l = kB1uHuB1l Þ kB2uHuB2l = kE2l. s8d

Such an assessment can be made experimentally, in ter
system observables, by measuring dissipationsenergy trans
fer from system to bathd:

ks1uHus1l − ks18uHus18l Þ ks2uHus2l − ks28uHus28l. s9d

The qualification of macroscopic is a matter of degree,
more significant measure being the extent of entanglem
i.e., the number of independent degrees of freedom of a
timode bath that are directly or indirectly entangled with
system. Expanding the instantaneous bath density opera
terms of a suitable orthogonal basis that minimizes
diagonal contributionssthe preferred basisd:

uB1lkB2u = o
i=1

N

bi1b2i
* ubilkbiu + o

iÞ j

bi1b2j
* ubilkbju, s10ad

where

bik = kbiuBkl s10bd

identifies sN2−Nd /2 as the number of independent corre
tions that must be specified to distinguish the collective
herence from the corresponding classical mixture of sta6

Although the bath is not directly observed, rudimen
knowledge about its dynamics—such as may be gle
from classical trajectories—may be sufficient to assess
extent of entanglement. If we insist that cat-dead and
alive are strictly orthogonal states, then we should recog
that measurements exhibiting nonvanishing system c
ence can only be made during the period of determin
evolution into orthogonality.7

The coherent superposition of N-nearly orthogonal de
grees of freedom belonging to two macroscopically dis
statesis offered as the operative definition of Schröding
cat. Such a state will be ephemeral—its observation wi
limited either by the duration of time over which the t
macroscopic states achieve orthogonality, or by the m
common path of decoherence via phase damping. The
chanics of decoherence and the possibilities of its contro
the principal motivations for the experiments which we d
upon in the present report.

The experiments are carried out on molecular iodine
lated in the van der Waals solid of Kr, at a doping ratio
1:4000, atT=35 K. We consider the evolution of vibration
coherences on the electronically excitedBs3P0ud state o
I2/Krssd, a system in which the vibrational dynamics

been characterized in great detail through previous pump

coherence grating:
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probe experiments.8–10 The equilibrium bond length of I2 on
the B-state is 0.3 Å longer than in the groundXs1o0gd state
When the excited state is prepared suddenly by optical
tation, the molecular bond stretches by more than 1 Å in its
first excursion,8 and drives the lattice into motion. The r
of energy transfer in this process varies by nearly 3 orde
magnitude depending on the initial excitation energy.10 Near
l=500 nm, when theB state is prepared near its gas ph
dissociation limit, as many as 40 vibrational quanta are tr
ferred to the lattice in one vibrational periods,300 fsd, on a
timescale significantly shorter than the period of motio
the fastest lattice phononss650 fs at the Debye limit in sol
Krd.11 That this strongly dissipative dynamics proceeds
retention of quantum coherence for many periods of mo
we demonstrate through direct measurements.

The measurement paradigm, which relies on elect
cally resonant time- and frequency-resolved four-wave
ing, has already been introduced.12 The molecular third-orde
polarization, Ps3dstd=Trfmrs3dg,13 is measured using thr
short laser pulsess,30 fs eachd propagating along three d
tinct directionsssee Fig. 1d. The input pulses are identified
pump sPd, probesPrd and StokessSd, which in the presen
experiment are centered atlP=lPr=540 nm,lS=560 nm
The bichromophoric coherent anti-Stokes radiation, pr
gating alongkAS=kP−kS+kPr, serves as signal:

IASstd = fPs3dskAS;tdg2 =E drije
ikASsr j−ridPj

s3d*Pi
s3d s11d

in which r i is the coordinate of theith molecule. The particu
lar component of the molecular polarization selected in
implementation is illustrated in Fig. 1sbd along the molecula
ssystemd coordinate and as a time-circuit diagram on a g

FIG. 1. The measurement:sad the experimental geometry;sbd along the
molecular coordinate, two energetically distinct vibrational packets
launched on the B-state, the P-packet is intercepted by the Pr-puls
after a short evolution on the E-state, it is dipole projected on the S-p
scd the measured third-order polarization is described by the time-c
diagram, where coherence signifies periodicity of the system + bath d
ics along the closed circuit.
-moleculefFig. 1scdg. The latter diagram transcribes to

te in
ckets as a
Pi
s3dstd = Trfm̂BEÛst4,t3dm̂EBÊskPr;t3dÛst3,t1dm̂BXÊskP;t1drXXsTdm̂XBÊ*skS;t2dÛst2,t4dg s12d

and can be decomposed into preparation of a vibrational coherence and its projective interrogation.
Starting with the initial thermal densityrXXsTd consisting of the molecule in its electronic and vibrational ground sta

a lattice of thermally occupied phonons, the P- and S-pulses prepare two energetically distinct vibrational wavepa
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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uwPskWP;t − t1dlkwSskWS;t − t2du

= Ûst,t1dm̂BXÊskP;t1drXXsTdm̂XBÊ*skS;t2dÛst2,td

= eiskWP−kWSdruwPst − t1dlkwSst − t2du . s13d

Since the electronic resonances are localized on the mo
lar coordinatesq,pd, and the pulsewidths are short in co
parison to the characteristic periods of the lattice coordin
sQ ,Pd, the packets are preparedsuddenlywith the lattice in
its original configuration:

uwPst1dl = So
v

avst1duvlDuB;t0l = us1luBl, s14ad

uwSst2dl = So
v

avst2duvlDuB;t0l = us2luBl, s14bd

where the coefficients of the vibrational expansion are g
by the usual Franck–Condon factors and resonance c
tion. The expansion of the system in terms of the vibrati
basis of the solvated molecular potential is made as a
ceptual convenience, otherwise, the strong dissipation m
the preferred bases the coherent state representation inp,q.12

After evolution subject to the global Hamiltonian of s
tem + bathH0sq,p;Q ,Pd, the coherence grating is read-
with a probe pulse resonant with the B↔E electronic tran
sition. The detection process consists of promoting
P-packet to the E-state as it enters the Franck–Condon
dow Wsp,qd carved out by the Pr-pulse att= t3, followed by
CARS radiation when the S-packet reaches vertical ov
with the packet on the E-state within the anti-Stokes win
Wsp8q8d. The resonant scattering process described by
action of the probe pulse, evolution on the E-state, an
diation over the B↔E transition in s12d, can be groupe
together to define a projector that permits shifts in time
phase space along the system coordinates:12

P̂ ; m̂BEUst4,t3dm̂EBEskP;t3d

= Wsq8,p8dWsp,qduq8,p8;t4lkq,p;t3u. s15d

Accordingly, the observable polarization reduces to the
jective measure of the coherence between theP- and
S-packets, with the bath traced out:

Ps3dstd = TrBfP̂uwPst − t1dlkwSst − t2dug

= Trfks28st4duP̂us18st3dlkB2st4duB1st3dlg

= kB2st4duB1st3dl E dpdp8dqdq8Wsp8,q8dWsp,qd

3ks28st4dup8,q8lkp,qus18st3dl. s16d

Evolution on the E-state duringt43, which is limited to the
relatively short electronic dephasing time between B-
E-states, plays the important role of overcoming space
slippage between P- and S-packets.

In Fig. 2, the spectrally dispersed CARS signal is sh
as a function of probe delay,t31, with t21=−40 fs selected b
optimizing the signal. The spectral compositions of the p
and Stokes pulses, along with the anti-Stokes spectral

dow given by the parametric condition,v=vPr+vPr−vS, are
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indicated above the figure. At these colors, the prepare
and S-packets are centered onv=30 andv=20, respectively
s14ad and s14bd. Both packets are subject to dissipati
the P-packet loses 300 cm−1/ps, the S-packet los
100 cm−1/ps.10 Nevertheless, the coherent signal is obse
for ,9 recursions with a periodicity of,300 fs, which is th
vibrational period of iodine on the B-state. A tw
dimensional map of the CARS signal at 520 nm is show
Fig. 3 as a function of delay timest21 and t31. The first
appearance of the signal is att31=180 fs, indicating that th
main contribution to the anti-Stokes signal comes when
probe packet is captured shortly after it passes the right
ing point of the B-potential. The maxima in the signal oc
when the P-packet is launched 40 fs before the S-p
st21=−40 fsd. This delay compensates for the difference
the periods of the packets that arises from the anharmo
of the molecular potential and nonlinear energy loss u
first collision between molecule and cage.9,10The persistenc
length of the signal along thet21 axis establishes the ele
tronic dephasing time betweenX and B states of,100 fs.
The measurements contain detailed information rega
energetics and dynamics, which is taken up elsewhere13,14

Here, we contend with the gross observation that cohe
between the two packets is sustained for,9 vibrational pe
riods, and note that the decay of the signal as a functiont31

follows closely what is observed in single color pump–pr
measurements at 540 nm.8,9 In the latter case, the decay
established to be due to the combination of vibrational

FIG. 2. The spectrally dispersed CARS signal as function of delay be
P- and Pr-pulse,t31, with delay between P- and S-pulses fixed att21

=−40 fs. The residual scattered laser light along the collected directio
been subtracted. The CARS progression centered at 520 nm is the
mediated projection between the two oscillating packets, which splits
the + and − momentum components near the right-turning point o
B-potentialsRef. 14d.
plitude dampingssuch that the packet falls out of the obser-
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vation windowd and population decay throu
predissociation.15 Evidently, the same holds in the pres
case; rather than being governed by bath–bath overlap
decay of the signal in time is principally determined by
projective overlap between the two packets ins16d. We may
conclude that decoherence plays a minor role during the
servation, during which,1000 cm−1 of vibrational energy i
transferred from the molecule to the lattice. Note, the di
ential energy loss between the packets is evident from th
shading of the CARS spectrassee Fig. 2d, since the parame
ric condition now dictates thatvAS=vPr+s«P−«Sd /", where
«P and«S are the probed components of the energy distr
tions in the two packets.

Given the very different rates of energy dissipation, a
the first excursion of the molecular bond two distinct ba
that differ by,2kT in their energy content are created. Y
for the 3 ps duration of the signal, the coherence obse
remains limited by the projective overlap of the sys
wavepackets, and therefore according tos16d:

kB1stduB2stdl < 1. s17d

The bath/bath correlation, which may be decomposed a
overlap in coordinates and a global phase given by the a
accumulated over the time-loop in Fig. 1, is maintained.12,16

We must conclude that the driven modes of the bath tha
mechanically coupled to the molecule simultaneously re
coherence.

That a nontrivial coherence must be generated in
bath is established through classical dynamical simulat
Using previously calibrated pair potentials, classical sim
tions were carried out on a cell of 500 Kr atoms, subjec
periodic boundary conditions, with I2 introduced as a bisu
stitutional impurity.8 At different time intervals, the Cartesi
amplitudes were projected on the normal modes of the
Typically, after 1 ps of evolution, 12 different normal mod
of the bath show occupation numbersnk of 1 to 2, to con

FIG. 3. The 2-D map of the CARS signalslP=lPr=540 nm,lS=560 nm,
detected atlAS=520 nmd, as a function of the time delays between P-
S-pulses,t21, and the P- and Pr-pulses,t31.
clude that as many orthogonal modes are entangled in th
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superposition. The subsequent dynamics is well describ
that of suddenly displaced, weakly coupled, phonons, a
tailed in a prior semiclassical simulation of the closely
lated system of Cl2 trapped in solid Ar.17 In effect, the bat
coherence consists of a superposition ofNù12 nearly inde
pendent degrees of freedoms10d, launched as a phon
packet by the rapid transfer of vibrational energy from
molecule to the lattice. This matches our operative defin
of “cat” states.

It is useful to state the conclusion in a more physic
descriptive picture. The preparation of a molecule in a vi
tional superposition is commonplace. The superposition
ciple s1d allows the preparation of P- and S-packets on
isolated molecule at a delay which corresponds to half
vibrational period, and therefore allows for a molecule to
simultaneously stretched and compressedfas in Fig. 1sbdg. In
the lattice, the strong coupling of the B-state would im
that the host is simultaneously kicked and at rests5d, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The observation of coherence past
a preparation implies a lattice simultaneously driven into
different histories of evolutions6d, which is analogous t
driving a cat into a state of being simultaneously dead
alive. The cattiness of the prepared superpositions of s
which are distinct by 10 kT in energy, is characterized by
involvement of some 12 independent degrees of free
Such processes will likely be ubiquitous in the strong c
pling limit, since it takes time for a bath to decohere.

In the experiment selected for this report, dissipa
limits the observation. In more extensive studies,14 it is seen
that the onset of decoherence depends sensitively on
preparations—energy of the packets and their spe
separation—as already reported in a closely re
measurement.12
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